ASC FLASH code [7], an adaptive mesh refinement application that solves fully compressible, reactive hy-Many large-scale scientific simulations generate drodynamics equations for studying nuclear flashes on large, structured multi-dimensional datasets. Data is neutron stars and white dwarfs, stores 24 variables per stored at various intervals on high performance I/0 cell in a three-dimensional data grid. Storing time storage systems for checkpointing, post-processing, and step data in structured data grids for applications like
visualization. Data storage is very I/0 intensive and IPARS and ASC FLASH requires using an I/O accan dominate the overall running time of an applicacess pattern, which contains both a memory description, depending on the characteristics of the I/0 access tion and a matching file description. When individual pattern. Our NCIO benchmark determines how I/0 variables are computed and stored, the memory and file characteristics greatly affect performance (up to 2 or-descriptions generated for the resulting I/O access patders of magnitude) and provides scientific application tern may have contiguous regions as small as a double developers with guidelines for improvement. In this pa-(usually 8 bytes). Numerous studies have shown that per, we examine the impact of various I/0 parameters the noncontiguous I/O access patterns evident in apand methods when using the MPI-IO interface to store plications as IPARS and FLASH are common to most structured scientific data in an optimized parallel file scientific applications [1, 6] . Most scientific applicasystem. tions use MPI-IO natively or through higher level I/O libraries such as pNetCDF [9] or HDF5 [8] .
Cluster computing has been rapidly growing as the 1. Introduction leading hardware platform for large-scale scientific simulation due to cost-effectiveness and scalability. While There is a class of scientific simulations that com-I/O has traditionally been a bottleneck in PCs, atpute on large, structured multi-dimensional datasets tempting to service the I/O requirements of an entire which must be stored at numerous time steps. Data cluster has only augmented this problem to a much storage is necessary for visualization, snapshots, check-larger scale. Parallel file systems have helped to attain pointing, out-of-core computation, post processing [1] better I/O performance for clusters by striping data and numerous other reasons. Integrated Parallel Ac-across multiple disks and are commonly used in most curate Reservoir Simulation (IPARS) [12] is one such large-scale clusters [10, 5, 13, 2, 16] . example. IPARS, a software system for large-scale oil In this paper, we generalize noncontiguous I/O acreservoir simulation, computes on a three-dimensional cess for storing scientific data in a modern parallel file data grid at every time step with 9,000 cells. Each system and evaluate the effects of varying three I/O cell in the grid is responsible for 17 variables. A total characteristics: region count, region size and region of 10,000 time steps will generate approximately 6.9 spacing. We created the noncontiguous I/O bench-Gflytes of data. nificantly increases the amount of I/O requests proour implementation and optimizations. In Section 5, cessed by the underlying file system. Also, the diviwe present the results of the NCIO benchmark and desion often forces more I/O requests than actual numtailed performance analysis. In Section 6, we describe ber of noncontiguous regions in the access pattern as our guidelines for improving I/O performance for scishown in Figure 2a . Serious overhead incurred by serentific application developers. In Section 7, we sumvicing so many individual I/O requests limits performarize the work of this paper and discuss possibilities mance for noncontiguous I/O when using the POSIX Figure  concurrency control we cannot test and do not discuss 1. For the contiguous in memory and contiguous in file data sieving I/O (which is described in full in [14] ). case, we use the notation c-c. We refer to the noncon- MPI-IO provides a very rich interface for describing 2.2. Two Phase I/O structured noncontiguous data access. In order to efficiently service noncontiguous data access, a variety of Figure 2c illustrates the two phase method [15] , I/O methods have been proposed and implemented in which uses both POSIX I/O and data sieving. The MPI-IO. We present a short overview of these methods two phase method identifies a subset of the application The list I/O interface is an enhanced parallel file performed in a similar manner. First, data is gathered system interface designed to support noncontiguous acfrom all processes into temporary buffers on aggregacesses shown in Figure 2b . List I/O is an interface tors. Next, this data is written back to storage using for describing accesses that are both noncontiguous in POSIX I/O operations. An approach similar to data memory and file in a single I/O request by using offsetsieving is used to optimize this write back to storage length pairs. With this interface an MPI-IO implemenwhen there are still gaps in the data. As mentioned tation can flatten the memory and file datatypes (conearlier, data sieving is also used in the read case.
vert them into lists of contiguous regions) and then A big advantage of two phase I/O is its ability for describe an MPI-IO operation with a single list I/O I/O aggregators to combine the noncontiguous file derequest. In previous work [3] Figure 2b , is an effort to address the deficiency seen in the list I/O in-* Region Size -Due to the mechanical nature of terface when faced with an access that is made up of hard drives, a larger region size will achieve better many small regions, particularly one that exhibits some bandwidth for methods that read/write only the degree of regularity. Datatype Figure 3 . An example of how an access pattern is created from the NCIO parameters.
synchronize the data to disk showed I/O bandwidth as provide better scalability and performance. high as 1.59 GBytes / sec. Our best synchronized re-ROMIO is the MPI-IO implementation developed sults will barely reach 24% of that (roughly 389 MBytes at Argonne National Laboratory [14] . It builds upon / sec). However, when checkpointing and doing other the MPI-1 message passing operations and supports persistent data storage operations, file synchronization many underlying file systems through the use of an to hard disk is not just advised, it is essential to enabstract device interface for I/O (ADIO). ADIO allows sure that the data is available when the application is the use of file-system specific optimizations such as the restarted or visualized. All tests used 64 compute pro-list I/O and datatype I/O interfaces described here.
cesses on 32 dual CPU computers and 16 computers Additionally, ROMIO implements the data sieving and each running a single PVFS2 server process. I/O tests two phase optimizations as generic functions that can have a lot of variance, so for each data point for we be used for all file systems supported by ADIO. averaged 6 repetitions without the high and the low.
We also inserted a one second delay between test runs 4. 17~~~~~~~~~~~~alinl IPARSand24lt insa l thever ASC FLStod.W 17 in IPARS and 24 in the ASC FLASH code). We a shortage of space, we cannot detail our implemenchose a default region count of 4096 to represent 4096 tation. Our modified PVFS2 driver has been sent to cells, a mid-size grid. We note that whenever memory ROMIO developers. and/or file descriptions are contiguous, we used a con-We rewrote the I/O portion of the PVFS2 server tiguous MPI datatype for data representation. We used trove component to use readQ, write( and Iseeko calls a vector MPI datatype for noncontiguous data repinstead of liolistioo. We found this optimization imresentation. While many scientific applications store proved performance over an order of magnitude in some data in multi-dimensional datasets which can be repnoncontiguous I/O cases. We will send this patch to resented by vector of vector MPI datatype, we chose the PVFS2 developers when it stabilizes.
to use a single MPI vector datatype to keep consistent region spacing. Our results can be extrapolated 5 Performance Evaluation to approximately determine multi-dimensional region spacing performance.
All tests were run on the Feynman cluster at Sandia 4.1. PVFS2 and ROMIO MPI-IO National Laboratories. Feynman, composed of Europa nodes, Ganymede nodes, and I/O nodes, has a total of The Parallel Virtual File System 2 (PVFS2) [16] is a 371 computers. In order to keep our testing as homoparallel file system for commodity Linux clusters that geneous as possible, we only used the Europa nodes. is a complete redesign of PVFS1 [2] . It provides both a
The Europa nodes are dual 2.0 GHz Pentium-4 Xeon cluster-wide consistent name space and user-defined file CPUs with 1 GB RDRAM. They are connected with a striping found in PVFS1, but also adds functionality to Myrinet-2000 network and use the Redhat Linux En- 
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NCIO -Vary Region Size Results
Even two phase I/O can benefit quite a bit from the larger region sizes since it doesn't have to pass around In the c-c case, we see the same trends as the c-c case such a large amount of offset-length pairs to each of the of the region count test. Increasing the total data size aggregators and its percentage of useful data acquired from 32 Kflytes (region size =8) to 16 MBytes (region while using the data sieving method is improving. size =p4096) / process scales up the I/O bandwidth.
In the nc-nc case, the trends of match the c-nc case, difference if the file description iS noncontiguous. If the file description is noncontiguous, * Provided guidelines for application developit may be tempting to copy noncontiguous mem-ers -Our results and discussion have led us to proory data into a contiguous buffer before using a duce a series of insights for how and when appli-MPIKWrite() call, however, our results show that cation designers can get the best utilization out of their high performance file system. Many of these access through MPI-IO. In Proceedings of the suggestions can make performance differences of 1 3rd IEEEIACM International Symposium on Cluster to 2 orders of magnitude.
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